On the basis of the freely expressed will of the Croat people in Bosnia-Herzegovina, their democratically elected representatives at a meeting held on 18 November 1991 in Grude, reached the following

**DECISION**

on establishing the Croatian Community of Herceg-Bosna

**Article 1**

The Croatian Community of Herceg-Bosna shall be established as a political, /illegal/ economic and **territorial integrity**/territorial integrity underlined/.

**Article 2**


**Article 3**

Mostar shall be the seat of the Croatian Community of Herceg-Bosna.

**Article 4**

The Community may be joined by other municipalities of Bosnia-Herzegovina, with the approval of the founding municipalities.

**Article 5**/circled/

The Community shall respect the democratically elected government of the Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina as long as Bosnia-Herzegovina remains an independent state in relation to former or any future Yugoslavia.

**Article 6**

The Community shall respect all valid international regulations that constitute the basis of contemporary civilised relations in society.

**Article 7**

The supreme authority of the Community shall be the Presidency, comprising the most senior representatives of the Croatian people in the municipal authority or presidents of the Croatian Democratic Union municipal boards.

The presidency shall elect the president, two deputy presidents and the secretary.

**Article 8**

The organisation, its functioning and relations with other communities shall be regulated by the Statute.

**Article 9**

This decision shall come into effect immediately.
SIGNATORIES IN SUPPORT OF THE DECISION ON ESTABLISHING THE CROATIAN COMMUNITY OF HERCEG-BOSNA

1. JAJCE + /hand-written/  Ivan JAKOVLJEVIĆ
2. KREŠEVO + /hand-written/  /illegible/
3. BUSOVAČA - /hand-written/  Dario KORDIĆ /hand-written: bracket ")", marking approx. 2 names, followed by "this" and an arrow "←" /
4. /illegible/  /illegible/  /no. 4 circled, marked with an arrow ↟/
5. NOVI TRAVNIK + /hand-written/  /illegible/
6. TRAVNIK - /hand-written/  Franjo PETROVIĆ
7. KISELJAK - /hand-written/  /illegible/
8. FOJNIKA - /hand-written/  Nevenka BOŠNJAK MIJATOVIĆ
9. SKENDER VAKUF /DOBRAĐIĆ/ - /hand-written/  /no signature/
10. KAKANJ - /hand-written/  /no signature/
11. VAREŠ  /no signature/
/numbers 9, 10, 11, 12 have a dash on the left side/
12. KOTOR VAROŠ  /no signature/
13. TOMISLA VGRAD + /hand-written/  /illegible/
14. LJUNO + /hand-written/  /illegible/
15. KUPRES - /hand-written/  /illegible/
16. BUGOJNO - /hand-written/  /illegible/
17. GORNJI VAKUF - /hand-written/  /illegible/
/no. 17 is circled and has a # mark on the left side/
18. PROZOR  /no signature/
/no. 18 has a dash on the left side/
19. KONJIC + /hand-written/  /illegible/
20. JABLANICA - /hand-written/  /illegible/
21. POSUŠJE + /hand-written/  /illegible/
22. MOSTAR + /hand-written/  /illegible/
23. ŠIROKI BRUGA + /hand-written/  /illegible/
24. GRUDE + /hand-written/  /illegible/
25. LJUBLJUSKI + /hand-written/  /illegible/
26. ČITLUK + /hand-written/  /illegible/
27. ČAPLJINA + /hand-written/  /illegible/
28. NEUM + /hand-written/  /illegible/
29. STOLAC - /hand-written/  /illegible/
/on the left side of no. 29 "6" missing" is written by hand, text is circled/
30. TREBINJE /RAVNO/ - /hand-written/  /no signature/
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00299117/MR
Present:

1. Franjo PETROVIĆ
2. Ivica PAVLIĆ
3. Zvonko GAŠO
4. Ivica JURMAN
5. Marinko ŠUMAN
6. Peru KRIŽANAC
7. Branimir MARKUNIĆ
8. Ivo MARKOVIĆ
9. Anto SPAJIĆ
10. Boris MATIŠIĆ
11. Marko MARKUNOVIĆ
12. Smiljan PAVLOVIĆ against
13. Franjo LUČIĆ
14. Branko NEIMAREVIĆ abstained
15. Drago KOLAR
16. Stjepan PAVLIĆEVIĆ
17. Jozo NEVJESTIĆ
18. Kruno RAVLIĆ
19. Tomo VISKOVIĆ
20. Anto BARIĆ
21. Miro GABRIĆ
22. Miro BILIĆ
23. Jelica TUSUN
24. Nikica GAŠO

/the word “All”- at the beginning of the sentence is crossed out/
All /word crossed out/ Those present have endorsed the Decision with one abstention and one vote against.
The Croat people of Bosnia-Herzegovina, in this difficult moment of their history when the last communist army in Europe, joined with the Chetniks, is threatening the survival of the Croat state and the Croat people, are aware that their future is linked to the future of the entire Croat nation. We Croats of Bosnia-Herzegovina, through our Croatian Democratic Union and through our elected government representatives in this Republic, have supported a sovereign Bosnia-Herzegovina, but we have always emphasised that we shall do so only until others start dividing Bosnia-Herzegovina.

We are witnessing these divisions and the grabbing out for somebody else's territories and property. The Serbs are creating a so-called "SAO Krajina". they are demolishing Bosnia-Herzegovina and attacking our centuries-old Croat territories. Confronted with the danger that is threatening our people and the integrity of our historic and ethnic territories and aware of our historic responsibilities in the defence of the Croat ethnic and historic territories and the Croat people in Bosnia-Herzegovina, we - the elected government representatives of the Croat people of Bosnia-Herzegovina - are founding the Croatian Community of Herceg-Bosna.

(hand-written: 14 illegible/ present 10 majority 5/